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Welcome to an evening of MURDER and 

INTRIGUE provided by 

MURDER INTERNATIONAL 
 

Tonight’s celebration dinner hosted by Princess Princess Princess Princess 

Valeria Von SchulenburgValeria Von SchulenburgValeria Von SchulenburgValeria Von Schulenburg,  to say thank you to all the 

friends that have supported the Von Schulenburg’s 

over the years and  in recognition of receiving an 

official communique from the Romanian 

Government granting permission for the Von 

Schulenburg’s to return to their family seat in 

Transylvania.  All the rights that were removed 

from the Von Schulenburg’s in 1820 have been 

restored.   
 

Claire RoachClaire RoachClaire RoachClaire Roach the Princess’s PA has organised a small 

competition. What villainous character from 

history would you send a post card too.  Simply 

jot down your answer on the form provided by us, 



as a prize will be awarded to the funniest or 

cleverest answer.  
 

Just what is PrinceJust what is PrinceJust what is PrinceJust what is Prince    Claus’s problem?Claus’s problem?Claus’s problem?Claus’s problem?    

What is the dark secret?What is the dark secret?What is the dark secret?What is the dark secret?    

Who’s loyal to Who’s loyal to Who’s loyal to Who’s loyal to wwwwhomhomhomhom????    

ManfredManfredManfredManfred the Princess’s servant has suggested that 

you might want to arrive dressed for the occasion.  

So you might want wear something elegant or even 

ghoulish. There might be a prize for the best 

turnout. Don’t go to the trouble of hiring costumes, 

just see what you can do with what’s already in 

your wardrobe. 
 

Don’t worry, we realise that some of you might 

want to spend the night in a much quieter way.  We 

will be in reception at 7:30pm, so if you’re late you 

might miss some very interesting revelations. 

 

Don’t go out at night and don’t stay in on your own, its Don’t go out at night and don’t stay in on your own, its Don’t go out at night and don’t stay in on your own, its Don’t go out at night and don’t stay in on your own, its 

waiting, waiting in the darkness and its waiting, waiting in the darkness and its waiting, waiting in the darkness and its waiting, waiting in the darkness and its     

HungryHungryHungryHungry    
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